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ABSTRACT 
The range pm6Iea of low-nergy (la) tu I W  eV) 'He and *He a t o m  implsnted 

in eiru, parallel to the [llO] direction (f 5') of tungsten. a t  M) K have been meaavRd 
ernploy~ng sn atom-pmbe field-ion mimoseop The sbsolure depth of each deposited 
helium atom, fmm the lmsdisted surface, was meamred dlmctly ta within one (110) 
inte@anar epaeing (2.24 A). At 60 K both %e and*He were found, in other researoh, to 
be immobile; thus, the range profiles wore determined in the complete a b a e n ~  of any 
d.ffusional etfeets. The mean range ( z )  of tho ' ~ e  and 'He range pmfiles inere- 
monotonically, although non-linearly, s s  the implantation elnrgy a s s  inore& fmm 100 

1500 eV; the vduo of 2 varies from 33 to 158 A and fmm 18 to 185A for the3He m d  
He prohlss, mpc t i se ly .  The straggling I&) of the 'He and 'He range profiles abo 

incre- monotonieelly, although non-linearly, as the implantation energy was i n o d  
fmm 100 to 1500 eV; the value of Ar varies fmm 23 to 87A and from 16 to 124A for ths 
'He and 'He pro6Ies, m p x t i s e l y  All of the 'He and 'He range profiles exbnbit 
positiveskewnesa; that is, they arp skewed from anormddktcibution. 

The study of the range profiles of low-ener y (<20  keV) implanted B helium ( ) ~ e  and 4He) and hydrogen ('H and H) atoms in solids is of 
current interest because of important practical materials problems associ- 
ated with the development of a controlled thermonuclear reactor (Wieder- 
~ich, Kaminsk~ and Zwilsky 1974, McCracken, Stott and Thompson 1978), 
d i d  targets containing tritium for the production of very-high-energy neu- 
tron bearns (Rooth and Barshall 1972) and the deterioration of solar cells 
used in outer space. 

The experimental measurements of the range profiles of implanted 
helium, in heavy metal targets, have been confined largely to incident ion 
energiesgreater than 1 keV (see, for example, Terreault, St.-Jacques, Veil- 
leaux, Martel, L2Ecuyer, Braeaard and Cardinal 1978, Behrisch, BCttinger, 
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Eckstein, Littmark, Roth and Scherzer 1975, Biersack and Fink 1475. Bier. 
sack, Fink, Mertens, Henkelmann and Miiller 1976). T h e s ~  measurements 
have relied ezclusively on the trapping of the initially mobile hclium atoms 
a t  lat,tice defects. The lattice defects were introduced as a result of em. 
playing implantation energies that  transferred, to the lattice atoms, an 
energy that  was appreciably greater than the minimum threshhold energy 
required to produce a stable Frenkel pair. In particular, for the case of 
tungsten, Kornelsen (1972) demonstrated that 'Ae implanted a t  an energy 
of 250 eV is highly mobile, in the absence of lattice defects, a t  specimen 
temperaturcs greater than - 100 K (E. V. Kornelsen, private communi. 
cation). Theoretical calculations (Wilson and Johnson 1972) of the en- 
thalpy change of migration (Ahm) of helium in the body-centred-cubic 
(b.c.c.) metals V. Fe, Mo. Ta and W indicated values of Ah" of <0.25 i 0.1 
eV. Thus one would expect, for all the high-energy helium implantation 
experiments performed on b.c.c. metals a t  room temperature, that the 
heiium was t&tpped a t  lattice defects. 

Recently there have been several theoretical calculations of the range 
properties of both implanted 'He and 4He in a number of amorphous b.c.c. 
and face-centred-cubic (f.c.c.) metals, The theoretical calculations have 
employed the binary-collision simulation programs MARLOWE (Oen and 
Robinson 1976 a, b) and TRIM (Riersack and Haggmark 1980) and an 
improved continuum model based on Boltzmann transport theory, (Litt- 
mark, Maderlechner, Behrisch, Scherzer and Robinson 1976). In the low- 
energy implantation regime (< 1.5 keV) there has been essentially no ex- 
perimental data to compare with these theoretical calculations. This is 
because i t  is extremely dificult to measure accurate range profiles of low- 
energy light atoms, implanted in a heavy target material, by conventiunal 
range-memurement techniques (Bbttinger 1978, Ziegler el al. 1978). 

We have shown recently (Wagner 1978, Wagner and Seidmsn 1979) that 
i t  is possible to use the atom-probe field-ion micro~cope (Miiller, Panit2 
and Mc1,ane 1968. Miiller and Tsong 1973) to study both the range profiles 
and the diffusivitg of 4He in tungsten. The specific accomplishments of 
our earlier atom-probe field~ion microscope (FIM) experiments are: (1) the 
detection of the presence of an isolated and irno~obile interstitial 4Hr atom 
in a perfect (i.e. totally defect free) tungsten lattice; (2) the measurement of 
the range profiles of low-energy (300 and 475 eV) implanted 4He atoms in a 
perfect tungsten lattice a t  60 K ; (3) the determination of the temperature 
(-!30 K) at  which interstitial 4He atoms first become mobile in a perfect 
tungsten lattiee; and (4) the value of Ah" for 4He was found to lie between 
0.24 and 0.32 eV. 

In this paper and the accompanying one (Amano, Wagner and Seidman 
1980. 1981) we present the results and analyses of a detailed study of the 
range profiles of low-energy (I00 to 1500 eV) 'He and 4He atoms implanted 
in nitu in tungsten a t  60 K .  The range profiles of helium in tungsten 
determined directly a t  60 K employing our time-of-flight atom-probe FIM 
(Hall. Wagner and Seidman 1977, Wagner, Hall and Seidman 1978). The 
helium atoms were implanted parallel to the [llO] direction and the depth 
of each deposited helium atom, from the initial irradiated surface, was 
measured with an accuracy of 2.24 A (the (110) tungsten interplanar 
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,pacing). At this implantation temperature (60 K) both 3He and 4He 
,toms are completely immobile, so that  our experiments can be compared 
with the theoretical calculatior~s of range properties. The comparison with 
theory is made in the companion paper (Amano, Wagner and Seidman 
19811. 

2.1. Specimen chemistry and preparation 

The tungsten FIM specimens were prepared from Materials Research 
Corporation VP-grade polycrystalline wire with the fibre axis parallel to a 
[llo] direction. The VP-grade polycrystalline wire was recrystallized a t  
2000°C a t  a background pressure of 6 x lo-' Torrt  in order to obtain a 
pain diameter that was much greater than the maximum profiling depth. 
The sharply pointed FIM specimens were prepared by standard elec- 
tropolishing techniques, which we have described previously (Wagner 1978, 
Wilson and Seidman 1975). 

After the insertion of a freshly electropolished tungsten FIM specimen 
in the atom probe, the entire system wm baked for 12 to 24 hours a t  150 to 
200°C to obtain a background pressure of less than 5.5 x 10-lo Torr. At 
this preesure the main residual gases were H[<2.2 x 10-lo  Tom], He[<4 
x lo-'' Torr] and C0[<2 x 10-" Tom] ; the partial pressures were 
measurwl employing a Uthe Technology Inc. (UTI) Model IOOC residual gas 
analyser (Hall et al. 1977). The low-energy ion gun (Amano and Seidman 
1979) was thoroughly outgassed during the bakeout period in order to 
eliminate outbursts of impurities during an irradiation. After cooling the 
atom-probe FIM to room temperature, the tungsten tip was field evapor- 
ated in the presence of helium (the imaging gas) to obtain the desired 
average local tip radius in the centre of the FIM image. The typical 
average local tip radius used in the experiments was varied between 300 and 
800 A1 for [110] oriented tungsten specimens. The specimen was imaged 
employing (1-3) x Torr helium as the imaging gas and i t  was field 
evaporated to a final end-form a t  60 K to  create an atomically perfect and 
clean surface. 

2.2. The irradiation procedure 
The field-evaporated tip was rotated, employing the goniometer stage, 

80 that the probe hole in the image intensification system (Hall, Wagner, 
Berger and Seidman 1975, 1976, Hall el al. 1977, Wagner et al. 1978) was 
aligned over the centre of the central (110) plane; the tip was then field 
evaporated so that  this plane was developed to its maximum size. With 
the d.c. potential still applied the specimen was rotated 60", from the head- 
on direction, towards the ion gun for an irradiation parallel to the [I101 
direction (+5") or 105" away from the ion gun for a control experiment. 

t All presaurea reported in thla paper are gauge pressures unlesa otherwise 
noted 

1 A local tlp radlus IS determlned by calculatmg the number of terraces 
between the (110) and (2311-type planea 
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Table 1. Typical experimental conditions during an in silu irradiation with either 
'Hei or 4Hei ions. 

Ion-source pressure =lo-4  TO^ 
  tom   robe ~ressure -10-' Torrt 

& .  

Tip temperature 
'He' or 4Het flux 
Total ion fluence 
Total irradiation time 
Uncertainty in irradiation dirertion 
Pump-down time to 3 x 10-lo Torr after 

6 0 k 2 K  
-3.2 x 10" ions cm-' a-' 
(3-5) x loi5 ions em-' 
2C-30 min 
k5" maximum 
0.5 hour 

an irradiation 

t This presaure was due mainly to hellum gas. 

The magnitude of the rotation was measured with the rotation scale at- 
tached to the goniometer stage within the atom probe. The d.c. pobntial 
was then removed from the specimen and the irradiation was initiated. 

All the 'He' ion irradiations (100 to 1500 eV) and the majority of the 
4He+ ion irradiations (100 to 1500 eV) were performedt employing a spe- 
cially constructed differentially pumped low-energy ( 1 3  keV) gas ion- 
beam system for the in silu irradiation of F lM specimens (Amano arid 
Seidman 1979); this ion-beam system produces a magnetically mass- 
analysed high current density ( 2 0 . 5  pA cm-') beam of %et or 'Hei ions. 
The typical irradiation conditions for this ion beam system arc given in 
table 1. 

2.3. The profding procedure 

When the desired total helium ("e or 'He) dose was achieved the atom 
probe was evacuated in preparation for the profiling experiment. A back- 
ground pressure of less than 3 x 10-" Tom was obtained in 0.5 hour: the 
main residual ases were H[<3 x lo-' ' Torr], He[<2 x 10" Torr] and 
CO[<2 x 10-'I Torr]. The total profiling time, typically 2 to 3 hours, 
depended on the depth to which the specimen was analysed. At the end of 
a profiling procedure the background pressure was similar to the pressuR 
obtained prior to an irradiation. During the entire time period of evacu- 
ation and profiling the tip temperature was maintained a t  60 + 2 K : here- 
inafter we shall refer to this as the analysis temperature (T,). 

The atom-probe profiling analysis was then performed starting a t  a d.c. 
voltage of -2-3 kV with a pulse fraction ( f )  equal to 0.10 (Wagner, Hall 
and Seidman 1975). The voltage was slowly increased over a period of 
approximately 30 min until the tungsten substrate atoms began to field 
evaporate. The swcimen was then field evaporated a t  a rate of -- one .. (Il?) 

In the majority of the cases the profiling was continued until 15 to 20 (1 10) 
planes exhibited no helium atoms. The instantaneous local helium con- 
mntrations was obtained through on-line data analysis (Hall ed al.  1975, 
1976). 

We have previously shown experimentally (Wagner 1978, Wagner and 
&idman 1979) that  4He has an enthalpy of migration of 0.24 to 
0.32 eV. In additional research on the diffusivity of %e in tungsten 
(Amano and Seidman 1980) we have shown that  'He is also immobile a t  
60 K and that Ahml~I  is equal to 0.28 eV. At  60 K a tungsten specimen 
is well below the temperature a t  which the migration of either interstitial 
'He or 4He atoms commences. For all the experiments we performed both 
the irradiation temperature (Ti) and T ,  were maintained a t  60 K. Thus 
the integral and range profiles resented in this paper represent results B .  on implanted helium ('He and He) in the m p l e t e  absence of diffusionnl 
effecls. The present results do not depend on the trapping of helium a t  
point defects introduced as a result of heavy-ion irradiation or the by- 
product of a high-energy implantation. 

5 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section we present the results of the 'He and 4He implantation 
experimenta in tungsten a t  60 K. The integral profiles of both 'He and 
4He in the energy range 100 to 1500 eV were determined experimentally 
and the mean range (?), parent standard deviation or straggling (Az)  and 
relative variance [(Az)'/(?)'] were calculated from this data. The integral 
profiles of the impurities (carbon and hydrogen) detected during the atom- 
probe analysis of irradiated tungsten are also presented. The results 
demonstrate that the range measurements are not affected by the trap- 
ping of helium a t  these impurities. The term integral profile arose from the 
manner in which the data was collected : fig. 1 illustrates this point. Figure 
1 (a) shows a tungsten specimen after an implantation with helium atoms a t  
T, where the helium atoms are immobile. The cylindrical volume element 
represents the volume element analysed by the atom probe; the diameter of 
this cylinder was 50 to 60 A. Experimentally we measured the cumulative 
number of helium atoms as a function of the cumulative number of tung- 
sten atoms (depth) from the irradiated surface (fig. 1 (b) ) .  The range pro- 
file was constructed from the integral profile by plotting a histogram. 
Prior to presenting the results on the integral profiles we discuss mech- 
anisms for the detection of helium (see 8 3.1) and the determination of an 
absolute depth scale (see 5 3.2), since both of these subjects affect the 
range profiles in a fundamental way. 

plane in one to two minutes; an audio ratemeter was employed (Hall el a. 
' 

1975, 1976) to monitor the removal of each plane. This field evaporation i 3.1. Mechanisms for the delectia of helium in the alompr&e 

rate corresponds to the removal of 0.05 to  0.1 atoms per pulse on average There are two possible sources of the helium detected by the &torn 
probe. They are as follows: (1) im~lan ted  helium resultine from a low- 

- / 
-0 ------ - - -  

energy helium ion bombardmknt; and (2) the random arrival of helium 

t A very small fraction the 4 ~ e +  ion irradiations at 300 and 475 eV were atoms, a t  the surface of the FIM specimen, from the background partial 
performed with an unanalysed 4He+ ion beam (Wagner l978, Wagner and PEssure of helium in the vacuum system. The first source of helium is, of 
man 1979). the one we want to detect and the second source constitutes 
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HELIUM INTEGRAL MASS-TO-CHARGE RATIO 
PROFILE' To = 6 0  K 

The@-8 a.m.u. portion of the (mln) spectrum. Note how clearly the elementslH+, 
'He', *Hef and "C" sre distinguished from one another. 

planes some form of a tungsten helide ion complex dissociates during the 
field-evaporation process, so that the detection of each w3 + ion is aCCom. 
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Fig. 3 

40 I 

CONTROL EXPERIMENT ON 
UNIRRADIATED TUNGSTEN 

3 I I (1101 PLANE 1 
b n  7 ,  a a a ' J  

'0 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PROFILING DEPTH I N  ANGSTROMS (%I 

A control integral profile for an unirradialed tungsten specimen. This profile wss 
recorded for atoms in the (1 10) plane. 

ion beam?. Figure 3 shows the result of one control experiment. In this 
case a total of four 4He events were found upon probing to a depth of80 A; 
one of the four events waa detected on the unirradiated surface. The results 
shown in fig. 3 represent the worst case situation observed, as  in general 
only one or two helium events were detected in a depth of 500 A. During 
the course of a profiling experiment the partial pressure of 4He or 'He was 
steadily decreasing, therefore, the random arrival of helium atoms a t  the 
surface of the specimen, from the gas phaae, was a non-linear function of 
time. This effect was further minimized by employing 'He gas for the 
initial imaging and alignment of the probe hole when the implantation 
experiments were performed with 4He and vice versa. 

3.2. Determination of a n  absolute depth scale 

One important aspect of the present experiment waa the development of 
a technique for producing an accurate and absolute depth scale for the 
helium integral range profile. Employing the technique described in this 
section, the depth of each deposited helium atom from the initial irradiated 
surface can be measured to an accuracy of 2.24 A (the interplanar spacing 
for the (110) tungsten planes): the measurement of the 2.24 A is indepen- 
dent of the depth to which one ana.lyses. 

During the atom probe analg& the specimen was oriented and the 
magnification adjusted so that  only the central portion of the tungsten 
(110) plane was chemically analysed, i.e. the probe hole was placed in the 
centre of the image of the (1 LO) plane. The specimen was then field evapor- 
ated through the repeated application of high-voltage pulses. Three sue- 
cessive stages in the field evaporation of one (110) plane are indicated 

7. In this orientat~on the ion beam hit the radiation shield and not the FlM 
specimen (see fig. 1 in Hall el al. 1977). 

Fig. 4 

FlM SPECIMEN - 
PROBE HOLE---/ 

ION DETECTOR 

Bil /; s: 
5 0 
2 

-- 
CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF 

I EVAPORATION PULSES 
0 

A schematic diagram illustrating the method employed to determine an absolute 
depth scale. Three different states during the course of the pulse-field 
evaporation of one (110) plane of tungsten are shown in (a). The pulse-field 
evaporation of this plane is indicated in (b) by the steplike increase in the 
rate at which tungsten atoms are detected. 

schematically in fig. 4. When the (110) plane is near its maximum size 
no tungsten ions are detected, as the plane field evaporates, since the 
trajectory of the field evaporated ions does not pass through the probe hole; 
see the left-hand illustration of fig. 4 (a). As the field evaporating plane 
decreases in size, ions begin travelling through the probe hole and are 
chemically analysed (centre illustration of fig. 4 (a)) until the entire (110) 
plane is removed (right-hand illustration of fig. 4 (a)). When this (110) 
plane has been entirely field evaporated, atoms again are no longer detected 
until the next (110) plane is field evaporated to the size indicated in the 
centre illustration of fig. 4 (a). A plot of the cumulative number of tung- 
sten ions detected versus the cumulative number of evaporation pulses 
applied to the specimen allows the detection of the succemive stages in the 
field evaporation of one (1 LO) plane aa illustrated in fig. 4 (b). Initially the 
"ope is zero since no W atoms are detected when the plane is near its 
maximum size. As the plane field evaporatest atoms begin to be detected, 

indicated by the positive slope in the plot, until the plane is completely 
field evaporated, a t  which point the slope returns to zero. Therefore the 

- - 

T The rapid increase in the field-evaporation rate as the size of an atomic plane 
decreases is due to two effects. First, the local electric field above the redge 
atoms increases as the diameter of the plane decreases. this results in a decrease 
of the activation energy required for field evaporation and therefore an increese in  
the field-evaporation rate. Second, during the shrinkage of a net plane of iridium a 
diminution of the apparent work function of a plane has been observed (Dorochette 
FdMarien 1977). Thus if the applied d.c. and pulse voltages are kept constant 
Unng the field evaporation of a net plane, the evaporation rate increases as the 

plane decreases in size. 
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Fig. 5 surface. Helium atoms detected during the removal of the first (1 10) plane 
were assigned a depth xi = 0. At the present time, potential information 
regarding the location of the helium atoms within the plane has not been 
utilised. 

3.3. Integral and range p ro f~~es  of low-energy implo,Jed we and 4 ~ e  dons i 
In this section we resent a number of integral profiles and range pro- $ files for both 'He and He atoms which had been implankd in tungskn at 

60 K. The term integral profile reflects the manner in which the data were 
recorded (see fig. I) ,  whereas the range profile was constructed by a 
histogram from the integral profile. The range profile can also be obtained 
by drawing a smooth curve through the integral profile and taking the first 
derivative of this curve. In  all cases we have obtained the range profile by 
the former rather than the latter technique. 

Figure 6 exhibits "e integral profiles for the implantation energies 100, 
500 and 1500 eV; the 100 eV profile is a composite of two integral profiles 
each implanted to a fluence of 4.7 x 1 0 ' ~  ions c ~ - ' ;  both the 500 and 
'500 integral profiles were obtained after implanting to a fluence of 
3 x 10" ions cnl-'. Table 2 is a summary of the main results for the Qe 
implantation experiments a t  60 K. In fig. 7 we show a range 

shown in the figure. profile for 300 eV 'He atoms. This range profile was construckd from 
seven inkera] profiles and includes a total of 385 events: the values of ' Ax are 54'9 and 4 1 . 5 4  respectively. A bin size of 11.2A (five (1 10) 
inkrplanar employed in plotting the  data even though our 
depth is 2.24 A (see figs. 5 and 6). A bin size of 2.24 A pro. 

statistical fluctuations in the shape of an integral or range profile 

Fig. 6 

1%- 
120. . 2 110- 

N 

ii= Z z i j N  
I =  1 

and 

w e  INTEGRAL PROFILES 
IMPLWTED IN TUNGSTEN PbRALLEL . 
TO [110] DIRECTION AT 60+ 2 K 

The lHe integral profiles for the implantation energ<= 100,500 and 1500 e ~ ,  ~h~ 
tungsten sFcimens were implanted parallel to the [I 101 direction at K ,  
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Flg 7 

CDHWSITE 'He RANGE PROFILE 
300eV'Haf ON W A T 6 0 t 2 K  
IRRADIATION DIRECTION PARALLEL TO 

THE [I101 DIRECTION 
385 TOTAL ' ~ e  ATOMS 

: - " "!30 
b = 

, '0 ZQ , , 40 , , 60 , , 80 ,\,A 100 120 140 160 IBO 200 220 

DEPTH IN ANGSTROMS d) 

A composite range profile for 300 eV 'He implantations at 60 K. The range profile 
contains a total of 385 'He atoms. 

that are unrelated to any physical phenomenon. The problem of the 
effect of the total number of events detected on the exact shape of an 
integral profile is discussed, in detail, in Amano et al. (1980, 1981). 

Figure 8 exhibits 4He integral profiles for the implantation energies 150, 
500 and 1000 eV; the 150 eV data consists of a single integral profile for a 
specimen that had been implanted to a fluence of 3 x 10'' ions cm-'; the 
1OOOeVdata are for a single integral profile for a specimen that had received 
a fluence of 4 x 10" ions cm-'. Table 3 is a summary of the main results 
for the 4He implantations a t  60 K. In fig. 9 we show a composite range 
pmfile for a LOO0 eV 4He implantation ; this range profile was constructed 

Fig. 8 

80 - COMPOSITE C+ 

*He INTEGRAL PROFILES 
IMPLANTED IN TUNGSTEN PARALLEL 
TO [I101 DIRECTION AT 60% 2 K 

The 4He integral profiles for the implantation energies 150 (475 and 500), and 
1000 eV. The tungsten speoimens were implanted parallel to the [110] 
direction at 60 K. 
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COMPOSITE 'He RANGE PROFILE 
1000 eV 'Het ON W AT 6 0 f  2 K 
IRRADIATION DIRECTION PARALLEL TO 

THE [I101 DIRECTION 

& $ 4 0  
147 TOTAL 'He ATOMS 

I . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . I  
0 4 0  8 0  120 150 2 0 0  MO a 0  320  360 400 440 

DEPTH IN ANGSTROMS (A) 

A composite range profile for 1000 eV 4 ~ e  implantations at 60 K. The range 
profile contains a total of 141 4He atoms. 

from three integral range profiles and includes a total of 147 4He events; the 
values of x and Ax are 133 and 104.2 A, respectively. A bin size of 44.8.h 
(twenty (1 10) interplanar spacings) was employed for the same reason as  
discussed above for the 300 eV 'He data. 

All the 3He and 4He integral profiles exhibit positive skewness as 
expected for low-energy irradiations (Bienack and Haggmark 1980) ; this 
implies that  the mean range is greater than the most probable range (or 
mode) and that  the majority of the large deviations are to the right 
(positive) side of 2. The coefficient of skewness is related to the third 
moment about E and is given (Pamatt 1961) by 

N 

Coefficient of skewness = (xi - z . )~ /N(Ax)~ ,  
1=1 

(3) 

where xi, Z, Ax and N are as defined previously for eqns. (1) and (2). 
The values of Z and Ax were calculated directly from the integral profiles 

and tables 2 and 3 contain a summary of this data for the 'He and 4He 
implantations. The values Z and Ax are referred to as uncorrected quan- 
titiest. The reason for this is that  Z and Ax must be corrected for the 
following systematic errors: (1) the random arrival of helium atoms a t  the 
surface of the specimen, from the residual partial pressure of helium, during 
the atom-probe analysis of the irradiated specimen; and (2) the effect of the 
finite curvature of the F I M  tip. Detailed analyses of the above are given 
in the following paper (Amano et a,l. 1981), where i t  is shown that the 
corrections to E and Ax are very minimal in our experiments. Thus we 
shall not employ the word uncorrected any further in this paper. 

t The very small number of helium atoms detected in the zeroth plane were not 
employed in the calculations of 1 and A z ;  that is, we excluded the helium atoms 
detected prior to the detection of any tungsten atoms. These atoms were not 
employed in our calculations since it is not known if they are a result of the 
Implantation. 
?I. 
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Fig. 10 

ik' ' & ' ' 5 ~  ' doo  ' \LO 
INCIDENT HELIUM ENERGY (eV) 

The mean range (+) versus the ~ncrdent helrum eneru (eV) for all the %e and%e 
lmplantatrons The total length of each error bar la equal to two standard 
devrat~ons In the mean (Az,) The value of Z. for the 300 eV %e+ lrredi 
atlon was determrned from 385 data pornta, hence the length of the error bar 
1s smaller than the srze of the data po~nt 

Fngure 10 e x h ~ b ~ t s  Z (In A) versus the lnc~dent Ion energy (m electron 
volts) for both the 3He (sohd black c~rcles) and the 4He (open circles) 
~mplan ta t~ons  The total length of each error bar IS two standard devr 
a t ~ o n s  In the mean (Ax,), I e plus or mlnus one Ax, The quan t~ ty  AX, e 
glven by 

AX, = AX/ JN, (4) 

where N is the total number of helium events detected a t  a particular 
incident ion energy for the composite profile. F igun  10, in conjuriction 
with tables 2 and 3, shows clearly t.hat the quantity Ax, is negligibly 
small when N exceeds 50 events. The smallest sample size was for the 
100 eV 4He implantation, where N is equal to 21 evmts. In  this case 
Ax, is 3.5 A and the fractional standard error (Ax,/??) is =0.19. This 
is the only data point that  lies slightly brlow thr  smooth line that passes 

1 through all the other data point8 for the 4 ~ e  implantations. 
The results presented in fig. 10 show that  2 for both 3He and 4He 

increases monotonically, although non-linearlv. with increasing incident 
helium ion energy. Overall, for both 3He and 4 ~ e ,  the value o f f  increases 
from 18.7 to 194.9 A as the incident ion energy was increased from 100 to 
1500 eV. For an incident helium ion energy of less than 600 eV the Zs for 
3He are greater than the 2s for 4He; this indicates that  %e penetrated 
more deeply into the lattice, on the average, than4He. A t  incident helium 
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ion energies greater than -600 eV the Zs for 4He exceed the Zs for 3He. 
A detailed discussion of these observations is given in the companion 
paper (Arnano el al. 1980, 1981). 

Figure I I displays Ax as a function of the incident helium ion energy 
for both 3Hr and "He; Ax is very commonly known as the straggling, since 
it determines the width of the range profile. The length of each error bar in 
fig. 11 is equal to two universe standard deviations in the sample standard 
deviation (Ax,), i.e. plus or minus one Ax.. The quantity Ax,, for a normal 
distribution, is given by (Parratt  1961) 

Ax, = Ax/J(2N). (5) 

We used eqn. (5) t o  obtain approximate values of Ax, for our range profiles 
which are actually skewed from a normal distribution. I t  is seen from 
fig. I I and tables 2 and 3 that  for the sample sizrs we employed the values 
ofAXs are all rather small. 

For both 3He and 4He the value of Ax increases monotonically, al- 
though non-linearly, with increasing incident helium ion energy (ere fig. l l ) .  
The quantity Ax ranges from 16 to 124 A as  the incident helium ion 
energy was increased from 100 to  1500 el'. At  an incident helium ion 
energy of ~ 3 0 0  eV the two curves cross one another and the Axs for4He 
are greater than those for %e. This indicates that  as the incident ion 
energy was increased the 'He was distributed, in space, both wider and 
deeper than 'He. 

Fig. 11 

INCIDENT HELIUM ENERGY (eV) 

The standard deviation or straggling (Az) versus incident helium energy (eleetron- 
volts). The total length of each error bar ia equal to two universe standard 
deviations in the sample standard deviation (Az.). The lencths of the error 
bars for the Az values for the 300 eV 'He' ll3M eV %e and 1500 eV 
'He' or %e+ irradiations are all smaller thah theaize of a dat'a point. 



Figure 12 exhibits the relative variance, ( A z ) ~ / ( ~ ) ~ ,  of the 3He and4He 
range profiles, as a function of the incident helium ion energy (in electron- 
volts). Within the scatter of the data the quantity (AZ)'/(Z)~ for 3He 
exhibits a constant value of ~ 0 . 5  and the same quantity for 'He is 
-0.6. Thus in the energy range I00 to 1500 eV the value of ( ~ x ) ' / ( i ) ~  for 
4He is greater than for 3He. This clearly indicates that the "He is 
distributed more broadly in space than is > ~ e .  

3.4. RangeprojXes of impurity gas doma 

In  5 2.1 we stated that the main residual gases in the atom probe during 
the course of an irradiation were helium, hydrogen and earbon monoxide. 
The effect of the residual helium gas on the range profiles is considered 
quantitatively in the following paper (Amano el al. 1981). We now show 
that the hydrogen and the carbon monoxide residual g a s s  did not affect 
the measured helium range profiles. 

Figure 13 exhibits the integral profiles for hydrogen and carbon. These 
profiles were recorded simultaneously along with an integral profile for 
1500 eV 3He atoms, which had been implanted a t  60 K parallel to the [1101 
direction. The spectrum exhibited in fig. 2 shows that it  is very easy to 
distinguish the peaks for ' H f ,  3Hef ,  4Hef and L2C2t from one another. 
The carbon and hydrogen integral profiles extended to total depth of < 5  
and < 14 A,  respectively. Similar hydrogen and carbon integral profiles 
were obtained in the case of control (unirradiated) tungsten specimens. 
This indicates that the helium ion irradiation had not determined the 
depth dependence shown in fig. 13. The carbon profile observed was most 

likely produced as a result of the dissociation of CO molecules on the tung- 
sten tip. The total penetration depths of both hydrogen and carbon were 
independent of the experimental conditions (control or implantation) and 
also the values for the totalpenetration depths are significantly less than 
the i s  for the 100 eV 3He or4He implantations (see tables 2 and 3). On the 
basis of these results we concluded that the range profiles of 3 ~ e  and 4He 
were not influenced by the very shallow range profiles ( < 14 A) of hydrogen 
and carbon that were also observed. 

For a hydrogen coverage of less than approximately 0.8 monolayer and 
a temperature of < 180 K, Garner, Wortman and Lundy (1957) showed that  
there is a hydrogen chemisorbed layer on tungsten which is immobile. 
Thus for our experimental conditions there should not have been surface 
diffusion of hydrogen from the shank to the tip region of an FIM specimen. 
The total number of hydrogen events observed was consistent with the 
di,wct arrival of hydrogen molecules, on the (1 10) planes, from the gas phase 
with a sticking coefficient of 50.05 (Tamm and Schmidt 1971, Macrander 
arid Seidman 1980). We have performed further experiments in an attempt 
to understand the very small apparent depth dependence of the hydrogen 
Profile (Macrander and Seidman 1980). 

The atom-probe FIM was used to de te rmind i rec t ly  and abso- 
l~kly-the range profiles of ' ~ e  and 4He implanted in tungsten, parallel to 
the CllO] direction (+5'), a t  implantation energies between 100 and 
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1500 eV. The specimens were implanted in  situ employing a differentiall Y 
pumped low-energy ( 1 3  keV) gas ion-beam system. This ion-beam system 
produces a ma  net ica l l~  mass-analysed high current density (>0y5 ,,A Cj ~ m - ~ )  beam of He  and  4He ions. Prior t o  an implantation, with 3 ~ e  or 
4He ions, the background pressure in the atom probe was 1 2 - 5  x 10-10 
To r r ;  during an  implantation the background pressure roee to - lo- '  T~~ 
(mainly helium). At  the completion of an  implantation the atom probe 
evacuated t o  1 3  x 10- lo  Torr in -0.5 hour. Each implanted specimen 
was then profiled employing the atom probe. All the implantat,ion and 
profiling experiments were performed a t  a constant analysis tmmpeiature of 
60 K. At  this temperature both 'He (Amano and Seidman 1580) and4He 
(Wagner and Seid!nan 1979) are found t o  be immobile. Hence the range 

presented in this paper were obtained in the con~plele absence 
of any  diffusional e f l ec t~ .  The main experimental results obtamed are as 
follows. 

( 1 )  The mean range ( 2 )  of the implanted 'He range profiles increases 
monotonically, although non-linearly, from 33.0 t o  158.1 A as the 
incident helium energy was increased from 100 to 1500 eV. The 
straggling (Ax) increases monotonically. in a aoa-linear fashion, 
from 23.3 to 97.3 A over this same energy range. 

(2) The value of 5 of the implanted 4He range profiles increases mono- 
tonically, although non-linearly, from 18.7 t.o 194.9 .4 as the inci- 
dent hellurn energy was increased from 100 to 1500 eV. The value 
of Ax increases monotonically, in a non-linear manner, from 16 to 
124 A over this same energy range. 

(3) The relative variance a s  a function of the incident helium 
energy exhibits a constant value for both the 3He and 4Hr range 
profiles. The value of ( A X ) ~ / ( Z ) ~  is -0.5 and ~ 0 . 6  for the 'He 
and 4He range profiles, respectively. This indica.tes tha.t the im- 
planted 4He is distributed more broadly in space than the implan- 
ted 'He. 

(4) All of the 3He and 4He range profiles exhibit positive akwne.s. 
That  is, Z is a.lways greater than thc most probable range (or 
mode). 
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The lden t~f i sb l~  souma of possible s~atemstie errom m the measurement of the mean 
mnge (i) and the etraggllng (Ar) of the 'He and 'He range  profile^, reported on tn the 
previous paper (Amsno. Wagner and Seldman 1981, Part I) are modelled msthematiurlly 
and the reeultlnp expressions numerically evaluated. The evaluations show tbat these 
possible nourcer of systematic errors are not of sign~fiesnt magnitude to affect the range 
parameters i and Az. The role of the transfer ofenergy, either indirectly or dtreetly. fmm 
the inoomrng beam of helaum ivns to those hel~um atoms that had already been implanted 
is also considered ss a pcrisable plume of eystemstm error I t  is shown tbat  there is s 
possibility of radiation-induced dnffusion or the simple displacement of helium a t o m b a s  
a result of helium-helium mllion-at an ~mplantatron energy of 100 eV and a fluence 
of 4 r 10" cm-', however, the magnitude of this effeot is probably not large enough 
to have a major effeet on the detailed shape of the profilea I t  ie  also dem- 
onstrated-mploylng B slmple Monte Carlo samulataon proeedu-that for the sample 
sizes we employed in our expermental work ( P a n  I )  the 1"-ral profile. are ehsraeterized 
with a reasonable degree of a ta t i~ t~ca l  mgn~fieance. The experimental results presented m 
Pert I are compared with the calculated msulte of Bnersaok's and Haggmsrk's TRIM 
simulatiorl program. tbls program te based on a Monte Carlo simulation promdun for an 
amorphone solid. There rs qualitative agmement between the experimental and caleu- 
lated values of the range prametem but nol quant~tetzve. In  general, the experimental 
values of the dimens~onleae range p a r a m e t e e f o r  both 'He and 'H-are greater than 
the eslculated values. The poisible sou- of this dlscrrpaney an attributed to.  (1) the 
use of the MoliAre rnteratomie potentla1 in the TRIM program; and (2) possible low- 
enerw channell~ng eEeote dong the [I101 direetton of tungsten. Simple expreasnons are 

Ircn for the experimental rang-nergy data and the effective etoppmg powere of both 
% e s n d 4 ~ e  in tungsten in theenergy range I00 to  1500 eV 

This paper is the  second in a two-part series on the  range profiles of 
low-energy (100 t o  1500 eV) 'He and  4He atoms implanted in tungsten and  
chenrically analysed in situ a t  a constant temperature of 60 K.  The pre- 
vious paper (Amano, Wagner and  Geidman 1981 : P a r t  I )  described the  
experimental approach-which employed the  atom-probe field-ion micro- 
scope (FIM) t e c h n i q u e a n d   resented t h e  experimental results in detail. 
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